The software architecture of most systems is usually described informally and diagrammatically by means of boxes and lines. In order for these descriptions to be meaningful, the diagrams are understood by interpreting the boxes and lines in specific, conventionalized ways. The informal, imprecise nature of these interpretations has a number of linutations, In this article we consider these conventionalized interpretations as architectural styles and provide a formal framework for their uniform definition.
To summarize, the steps we will follow are:
( Again, in this model we are not concerned with the detailed specification of roles and protocol of interaction, so we introduce these notions as given sets.
3 In Z, a giuen set simply defines a primitive collection of (elements, which can be compared for equality, but otherwise have no internal structure-see Appendix A. 
;CE ,,.,,,,,,,,,, -+: data, so we declare them as given sets in our specification. Data ports define the interfaces for filters, and we also introduce them as a given set in our model. Note that these are distinct from the ports that form the interface for components in the syntactic descriptions.
[ STATE, DATA, DATAPORT] In order to define the behavior of a filter, we must know its input and output data ports and the type of data that may be passed along each data port. This latter information can be represented by a (partial) function from data ports to their alphabet.
At any point in time, the data ports of the filter will hold all data (as a sequence) that has been received (for input data ports) 
We define the semantics of a filter operationally.
At any point in a computation, a filter is defined by its current internal state, constrained to be in the set of possible states for the filter, and the data at each of its input and output ports (which must be in the alphabet of that port). Since .fl~,~~as defined could be total, however, the proof is trivial.
As one might expect, the constraints we enforce on configurations are more complex. For the pipe and filter style defined above these are:
(1)
Each named component is a legal filter.
Each named connector is a legal pipe. V n : CONNNAME; n' : COMPNAME; port : PORT* attachment (n, reader ) = (n', port) w (~fil : -4~~~P(components( n')); pipe : . V s : In teractingFilterSet _ Unbounded Ports(s) = {f: s. filters, dp : DATAPORT 1 dp q ( f.inputs~f.outputs) Ã (d p : s.pipes-dp =p.sink V dp =p. V ss : PF'SystemStatee external ( ss ) = { fs : ss.filterstates; dp : DATAPORT / dp~Unboundport.s( ss .sys) A dp = fs filter inputs .dp w fs .instate( dp )] & : ss.filterstates; dp : DAT@ORT dp e UnboundPorts(ss .sys) A dp G fs, filter .outputs dp M fs ,outstate( alp)) At any point in time, each object in the system will be in some legal state, and the system will have some methods that have been invoked but not executed and some events that have been announced
and not yet distributed. -P X is the set of all subsets with elements from type X, also called the powerset of X.
-X x Y is the type consisting of all ordered pairs (x, y) whose first element is of type X and whose second element is of type Y, also called the cross-product of X and Y.
-seq X is the set of all sequences, or lists, of elements from X, including empty and infinite sequences.
-bag X is the set of all bags of elements from X. A bag is a collection of elements on some base type in which the number of times an element occurs is significant. -X w Y is the set of all partial functions from X to Y whose inverse is a partial function from Y to X (also called 1-1 or infective).
-X = Y denotes the total injective functions from X to Y.
-X-Y denotes the bijective functions from X to Y, i.e., the functions from X to Y that are a 1-1 correspondence (total, injective, and subjective).
Part of the power of Z types, which often confuses those unfamiliar with the notation, is that many of the constructed types are derived from each other. -If f is a relation, function, or sequence, then dom f is the domain of f, and ran f the range of f.
-If S is a set (or sequence), then #S is the size (or length) of S. 
